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Python is Important
• Python is everywhere
– Data analysis: NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, …
– Machine learning: Scikit-Learn, TensorFlow, …
– Web applications: Django, Tornado, …

• Python development environment is mature
– PyCharm
– Emacs, Vim etc.
with suitable
plugins
“IntelliSense”
in MS lingo
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IntelliTest for C# (VS 2015)

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn823749.aspx
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IntelliTest for C# (VS 2015)

Driven by
Dynamic
Symbolic
Execution
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn823749.aspx
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Dynamic Symbolic Execu.on
“The instrumented executions of a program where
• each concrete load/store of a variable is
accompanied with
• a corresponding symbolic dereference/
assignment of that variable’s expression”
Consider this Python program:
1. x = int(input(“Num? ”))
2. y = x + 42
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Example
1. x = int(input(“Num? ”))
2. y = x + 42

Concrete Execution

Symbolic Execution

1. x ß 10 /let’s say/
2. y ß 52

1. x_1 == sym_int()
2. y_2 == plus(x_1, 42)

Logic constraints:
Equality for assignment;
Inequality for if-then-else
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Sa.sﬁability Modulo Theory Solver
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Dynamic Symbolic Executor
1. x = int(input(“Num? ”))
2. y = x + 42

DSE comprises:
Automatic generation
of these from program
More sophisticated
control logic to
explore program
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IntelliTest Facilitates Maintenance
1. x = int(input(“Num? ”))
2. y = x + 427

Concrete Execution

Symbolic Execution

1. x ß 10 /let’s just say/
2. y ß 52

1. x_1 == sym_int()
2. y_2 == plus(x_1, 427)

Previous model { x_1 ß –42, y_2 ß 0 } no longer
satiseies the new set of generated constraints—we
have made a regression or a functional change!
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Let’s Build “IntelliTest for Python”
Dynamic Symbolic Execution for Python
• Started in Fall 2014, led by Peter Chapman
• Uses the new string reasoning in the CVC4 SMT solver
• Initially sponsored by NSF Secure and Trustworthy
Cyberspace (SaTC)
“This being CyLab, where does security come in?”
• DSE affords test case generation
• DSE affords exploit generation J
– “Generate an input that (i) drives the execution to a
vulnerable part of the program and (ii) triggers that bug”
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Test Harness for str.substring
from symbolic.args import symbolic
@symbolic(s="foo")
def strsubstring(s):
"""Test case for Python slicing, negative
indices and steps are not currently tested."""
if s[2:] == "obar":
return 0
elif s[:2] == "bb":
return 1
elif s[1:3] == "bb":
return 2
else:
return 3
def expected_result():
return [0, 1, 2, 3]
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$ pyex --cvc strsubstring.py
Exploring ./test/cvc/strsubstring.py.strsubstring
[('s', 'foo')]
3
[('s', 'Abb')]
2
[('s', 'bb')]
1
[('s', 'AAobar')]
0
strsubstring test passed <--Execution time: 0.43 seconds
Solver CPU: 0.06 seconds
Instrumentation CPU: 0.08 seconds
Path coverage: 4 paths
Line coverage: 10/11 lines (90.91%)
Branch coverage: 15 branches
Exceptions: 0 exceptions raised
Triaged exceptions: 0 triaged exceptions raised
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The Rest of This Talk
• What has been achieved so far?
• What are the current obstacles?
• What are our ideas to overcome them?
• What can you do to speed up DSE research?
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To Build a DSE for Python
1. We need the semantics of Python
[1] G. J. Smeding, “An Executable Operational Semantics for Python,” Universiteit Utrecht,
2009.
[2] J. G. Politz, A. Martinez, M. Milano, S. Warren, D. Patterson, J. Li, A. Chitipothu, and S.
Krishnamurthi, “Python: The Full Monty-A Tested Semantics for the Python Programming
Language,” in Proceedings of the 2013 ACM International Conference on Object Oriented
Programming Systems Languages & Applications, 2013, pp. 217–232.
[3] S. Sapra, M. Minea, S. Chaki, A. Gureinkel, and E. M. Clarke, “Finding Errors in Python
Programs Using Dynamic Symbolic Execution,” in Proceedings of the International Conference
on Testing Software and Systems, 2013, pp. 283–289.
[4] T. Ball and J. Daniel, “Deconstructing Dynamic Symbolic Execution,” in Proceedings of the
2014 Marktoberdorf Summer School on Dependable Software Systems Engineering, 2014.

Built on top
of Ball-Daniel
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To Build a DSE for Python
1. Implement the semantics of Python
Python has many versions!
• Implementation strategy taken by Ball-Daniel
2014 can cope with language changes
– Divergence detection is a must for any DSE anyway

• But NOT with library changes, e.g.,
– What’s New in Python 3.7:
“bytes.fromhex() and bytearray.fromhex() now ignore
all ASCII whitespace, not only spaces. (Contributed by
Robert Xiao in bpo-28927.)”
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To Build a DSE for Python
1. Implement the semantics of Python
For each string function, we need to manually code its
semantics to low-level string operations supported by CVC4:

Dispatch by
version
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To Build a DSE for Python
2. Reason with Python data types
Python has many built-in types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numeric: int, eloat, complex
Sequence: list, tuple, range
Text sequence: str
Set types: set, frozenset
Map types: dict
…

Reasoning w/ strings
is a signieicant
4-year NSF project
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To Build a DSE for Python
2. Reason with Python data types
String reasoning is much harder than
numerical reasoning:
• Give me a string that (i) does not start with “e”,
(ii) has length 8, (iii) contains “eric” and “mark”
as subsequences, and (iv) does not contain more
than one “r”
– There are lots of strings with length 8: 28*8
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To Build a DSE for Python
2. Reason with Python data types
This is a fragment of the CVC4 logic for string reasoning:

This is why we
have worldclass logicians
in our team!
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To Build a DSE for Python
2. Reason with Python data types
This is how we simplify logic statements in this fragment:

This is why we
have worldclass logicians
in our team!
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Advances in CVC4: 2017 Edi.on
New simplieier in ~2000 lines of C++, plus many more
improvements in the rest of the solver:
A. Reynolds, M. Woo, C. Barrett, D. Brumley, T. Liang, and C. Tinelli, “Scaling Up
DPLL(T) String Solvers Using Context-Dependent SimpliJication,” in Proceedings of
the 29th International Conference on Computer Aided Verieication, Springer, 2017,
pp. 453–474.
Previous
state-of-the-art
in literature

New CVC4
is way better
Can still
take hours
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High Priority TODO—Logic
• “High-Fidelity Python” regex
– CVC4 has “textbook regex”: +, |, *
– Python regex supports back references + named
groups (easy) and non-greedy captures (hard, or is it?)

• Symbolic dictionary
– A dictionary is a function mapping keys to values
– Efeicient model-einding when keys and values are
concrete: see papers on function synthesis
– When the keys and values can be symbolically specieied,
it stresses solvers “to go where no one has gone before”
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High Priority TODO—Systems
• Effective horizontal scaling
– Ball-Daniel 2014 is a prototype designed for teaching at
a summer school
– Real challenge with DSE is scaling across multiple
machines in a cluster/datacenter
(many PhD theses have yet to be written)

• Integration with PyCharm / Emacs / Vim
– Match the real IntelliTest experience
– Persist generated test-cases for the developer
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Call to Ac.on
• If you believe Dynamic Symbolic Execution for
Python is worth pursuing, please talk with Michael
Lisanti or me
– Partners at 100K or above get to pick their favorite
projects to support
– We acknowledge your organization in the paper
and in the conference presentation—exposure
==> advantages in hiring!

– We can integrate your engineers into our tool study
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